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Abstract: Past studies on Singapore toponymy have mainly focused on etymological aspects of
individual street names as distinct units, overlooking the relevance of naming practices across
different languages. Singapore odonymy is still a largely unexplored field. An investigation into
naming strategies in Singapore street names can provide deeper insights not only into the field of
Historical Toponomastics, but also shed light on both the history of Toponymy in the local context
and among different ethnic groups ‘en masse’. This paper explores trends in naming practices in
Singapore odonyms belonging to three different languages, namely English, Malay, and Chinese.
A randomized sampling of 50 street names from each language was collected and analyzed
according to specific naming strategies, highlighting the following categories: descriptive,
commemorative, thematic, and borrowing. Results show tendencies towards naming strategies of
commemoration and borrowing for English-derived odonyms, descriptive for Malay street names,
and a strong preference for commemorative naming for the Chinese-derived ones. Further
examination of the odonyms suggests a combination of social, political, and historicalgeographical factors underlying these multi-faceted naming processes. This paper aims at being
a starting point for a series of studies on the almost unexplored field of Singapore Toponymy,
developed through an approach that considers the social and sociolinguistic perspectives besides
the conventional historical and etymological methods.
Key words: Singapore Toponymy, Odonymy, Naming Processes, Sociolinguistics, Historical
Toponomastics
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1. INTRODUCTION
Odonymy is one of the many sub-categories of Toponymy and refers specifically
to the study of public street or road names and their origins 1. It also involves the
investigation of the process of street names selection, standardization, and circulation2.
Toponyms in general, including odonyms, serve various functions. With regards
to academic research, they are considered invaluable sources in the investigation and
reconstruction of ancient naming processes (Historical Toponomastics and Diachronic
Toponymy), and in the disciplines of history of landscape, history of physical and political
geography, population movements, and settlement dynamics3. Changes in place names
can also provide valuable information on semantic and phonological shifts in languages4.
Moreover, given that language is inherently associated with culture, place names coined
and utilized by different populations can also provide insights into local traditions as well
as the perceptions of their own environment by people and communities5. Functions of
place names can also be subcategorized into individual and more general aspects. On an
individual-focused level, names of streets and roads adopt practical functions as a form
of organization of the spatial environment, aiding speakers in orientating themselves as
well as in finding directions and destinations6. On a broader level, toponyms may give
shape to the core of individual and collective memories and traditions, eliciting various
connotations (both negative and positive) through events associated with specific areas7.
With such functions, place names and their subsequent changes can, in turn, play a vital
role in a contemporary nation by eliciting strong feelings among local people, especially
for countries with multi-ethnic populations8. This is particularly relevant in the context of
Singapore, which consists of four major ethnic groups and many other minority peoples.
This paper focuses mainly on the currently existing place names in Singapore.
Specifically, the scope of the study revolves around the potential presence of tendencies
towards different naming practices among the languages from which Singapore’s street
names are derived (the terms ‘odonym’, ‘place name’, and ‘toponym’ will be used
interchangeably hereafter to refer to street names). The historical origins of toponyms will
be discussed where necessary, to provide the readers with a more holistic perspective. In
addition, to understand the current status of Singapore toponymy, it is essential to provide
information on the recent history of place naming policies that were implemented in the
post-independence period.

2. BRIEF HISTORY OF SINGAPORE
1

Cf. Neethling, B., (2016), p. 144.
Cf. Neethling, B., (2016), cit., p. 144.
3
Cf. Poenaru-Girigan, O.M., (2013), p. 155.
4
Cf. Poenaru-Girigan, O.M., (2013), cit., p. 161.
5
Cf. Poenaru-Girigan, O.M., (2013), cit., p. 155.
6
Cf. Neethling, B., (2016), cit., p. 144.
7
Cf. Helleland, B., (2012), p. 99; Taylor, K., (2008), p. 4.
8
Cf. Helleland, B., (2012), cit., p. 98.
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Records of ancient Singapore date back to the early XIV century, when the island
was previously known as Temasik – likely derived from the Malay word tasek, meaning
‘lake’9. Temasik was then said to be renamed Singapura in the late 1300s after a usurper
from Sumatra took control of the place. However, a more widespread story of the name
involves the sighting of what was thought to be a lion (but, more possibly, a tiger) by
Sang Nila Utama on the shore of the island. The name Singapura, therefore, according to
this tradition, would derive from the combination of the Sanskrit words Singa, ‘lion’, and
pura, ‘city’10.
Singapore was purportedly already established as a trading port (part of the Silk
Road) long before the British rule came about 11. Excavations carried out in the recent
decades discovered potteries and several hundred artefacts from the Yuan Dynasty on the
sites of Fort Canning and Empress Place, suggesting that trade had occurred along the
Singapore River banks12. Singapore was then ruled by several Sumatran Kings and for
the next few centuries saw periods of unrest and wars before the British colonized it and,
thus, marking the beginning of modern Singapore13.
The earliest cartography of ‘British Singapore’ dates to the 1800s. One of the more
significant maps was sketched by L. Thomson for Sir Stamford Raffles during the time
of British colonization (from 1819 to 1942)14. In the 1800s, Singapore experienced
cultural influences from the increasing numbers of foreign immigrants, including Chinese
and Muslim Tamils, who were seeking a peaceful place to escape from political struggles
and wars from different parts of the world15. As a result, Raffles saw a need for crafting
up a town plan, by segregating the different ethnic groups to prevent potential occurrences
of racial conflicts16. This plan came to be known as the Raffles Town Plan. Subsequently,
in the mid-1840s, a more detailed topographical map of the nation was drawn up by John
Turnbull Thomson17. In this latter map, a number of the current existing toponyms in
Singapore were already present, even though many underwent spelling changes and slight
geographical shifts from their original areas over time. Examples include Toah Pyoh (now
Toa Payoh) and Tanjong Passar (now Tanjong Pagar). Maps of Singapore were also
drawn for a variety of functions, but mainly for military purposes, during the time of the
Second World War. Today, they primarily serve redevelopment and documentation
purposes. Despite the large collection of maps and documents, there is very little data
pertaining to the topographical changes of streets at the time of and after colonization.
One significant change to the landscape of Singapore involves the Singapore River, as it
is possible to observe in maps from the 1800s up till recent years18. At the outset of
colonization, Raffles launched the first ever land reclamation project in Singapore around
the south bank of the river, to realize the potential of the area as a trading port19.
Subsequently, further work was carried out to level the surrounding hilly areas for
9

Cf. Miksic, J.N., (1985), p. 16.
Cf. Miksic, J.N., (2013), p. 150.
11
Cf. Miksic, J.N., (1985), cit., p. 104.
12
Cf. Miksic, J.N., (1985), cit., pp. 55-99; Miksic, J.N., (2013), cit., pp. 212-213.
13
Cf. NLB, (2017), passim.
14
Cf. SDS, (1828), passim.
15
Cf. Tan, T.T.W., (1986), p. 58; Yan, Q., (1986), pp. 1-9; Turnbull, M., (1989) p. 14.
16
Cf. Buckley, C.B., (1984), p. 84.
17
Cf. TBL, (1846), passim.
18
For a comparison, see TBL, (1825), passim; Turner, D., (1945), passim; MPA, (2000), passim.
19
Cf. SHB, (2016), p. 18.
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commercial buildings and economic development . Such changes also continued after
independence, when land reclamations were launched in areas such as Pulau Saigon (an
island within the Singapore River) for industrial purposes21.

3. HISTORY OF TOPONYMIC POLICIES IN SINGAPORE
Having been under the British rule for decades and, subsequently, part of the
Federation of Malaya under Malaysia (for only a few years), Singapore has inevitably
undergone a multitude of changes in toponymic policies as well as many modifications
of street names. The long British colonization time, as well as the 3-year merger with
Malaysia prior to gaining independence in 1965, resulted in a vast amount of English and
Malay street names ‘implanted’ on the local landscape even before Singapore’s very own
toponymic policies came into existence.
Shortly after independence, the Advisory Committee on the Naming of Roads and
Streets was established in 196722. Following that, significant modifications of the existing
public street names were implemented by the government to promote the ‘building’ of a
new national identity among citizens who were from different ethnicities, with the
Chinese in the majority followed by the Malays and then the Indians23. One of these
efforts involved the eradication of English or British-derived toponyms from the colonial
period, overriding them with Malay-derived place names, to show allegiance to
Malaysia24. However, this proposal met with strong resistance from the public, especially
non-Malay citizens, who were mostly not well-versed in the language and, therefore,
unable to understand the meanings behind the newly given odonyms 25. With others also
interpreting such proposal as privileging one ethnic group over the others. Most locals
thus sought to reinstate the English street names, which were at the very least neutral, if
not familiar, to them26. In addition, as the majority of the local population was of Chinese
ethnicity, a gradually increasing number of toponyms with Mandarin Chinese as the
source language began to appear. Subsequently, in 1968, the Committee of
Standardization of Street Names in Chinese was established due to the need to standardize
the Chinese translations of non-Chinese toponyms. The Committee was also involved in
the development of English translations for place names derived from Mandarin, other
Chinese vernaculars and Hokkien, which was the common linguae francae in that time27.
After further reformations by the place naming committees over the next few decades,
the Street and Building Names Board was eventually established in 2003 and is currently
the main committee in charge of naming public areas in Singapore28.
4. SINGAPORE ODONYMS

20

Cf. SHB, (2016), cit., p. 36.
Cf. SHB, (2016), cit., p. 56.
22
Cf. Yeh, Y.T., (2013), p. 127.
23
Cf. Yeoh, B.S.A., (1996), p. 301.
24
Cf. Kong, L., Yeoh B.S.A., (2003), p. 120.
25
Cf. Kong, L., Yeoh B.S.A., (2003), cit., p. 121.
26
Cf. Kong, L., Yeoh B.S.A., (2003), cit., p. 121.
27
Cf. Bolton, K., Ng, B.C., (2014), p. 308.
28
Cf. SBNB, (2018), p. 2.
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According to the Mighty Minds Street Directory, there were approximately 4,400
street names in Singapore as of 2015, and the situation is substantially unchanged in
201829. Many of these odonyms have roots in the official languages of the country (i.e.
English, Malay, Chinese, and Tamil). Most of the Singapore toponyms were founded
through the combination of generic (Road, Street, etc.) and specific (simplified) elements
(Jurong, Serangoon, Elizabeth etc.)30. The most basic structure observed involves the
combination of each element, giving rise to double or duplex names such as Pekin Street,
Serangoon Road, and Jalan Kayu. The sequence of combination for such double names
depends largely on the structure of their source languages. This accounts for the
occurrences of both the Generic Element + Specific Element (as in Jalan Kayu, which
follows the morphological structure of its source language, Malay) and Specific Element
+ Generic Element combinations (as in Pekin Street) in Singapore31. In addition to double
names, many complex toponyms consist of more than two elements, as in Ang Mo Kio
Industrial Park 132.
Given the multi-ethnic context of Singapore, it is also unsurprising to witness
combinations of languages within a single street name, such as Bukit Mugliston, a
compound of the Malay word for ‘hill’ (bukit) and an English name (Mugliston). Another
instance of that is the amalgamation of the Malay generic element jalan, meaning ‘street’,
and lam sam, the specific element in Hokkien meaning ‘south hill’, to form the odonym
Jalan Lam Sam33.
4.1. Changes in Singapore Odonyms
Unlike other countries, such as, for example, former Yugoslavia, with a history
involving massive political and ethnic changes that, in turn, resulted in substantial
alterations in their toponyms 34, modern Singapore has a relatively short history, which
did not call for such extensive changes in the toponymic landscape. Even after significant
historical ‘eras’, such as the British colonial rule and the merger with Malaysia, local
streets did not undergo large-scale shifts in their names, probably because of factors such
as the resistance to changes by the public, as aforementioned. Nevertheless, one point of
modification worth noting lies mainly in the change of spelling of the place names35. With
Chinese vernaculars being the lingua franca of local people in the mid-1900s, a number
of Singaporean street names were initially associated with them. Examples include the
common colloquial uses of Lor for ‘road’ and Kue for ‘street’ among Chinese place
names, which were both adapted from the Hokkien dialect. We can also see this in the
initial use of Nee Soon for Yishun, which was based on Teochew spoken by a group within
the local Chinese community36. Most of these designations were standardized and revised
to Mandarin Chinese spellings upon the founding of the Committee of Standardization of
Street Names in Chinese 37. Similarly, such standardizations can also be observed in
29

MMSSD, (2015), pp. 12-53.
Cf. Poenaru-Girigan, O.M., (2013), cit., p. 164; Ng, Y.P., (2017), p. 7.
31
Cf. Ng, Y.P., (2017), cit., p. 8.
32
Cf. Ng, Y.P., (2017), cit., p. 7.
33
Cf. Ng, Y.P., (2017), cit., pp. 99 and 217.
34
Cf. Rajić, L., (2012), pp. 205-208.
35
Cf. Ng, Y.P., (2017), cit., p. 45.
36
Cf. Ng, Y.P., (2017), cit., p. 43; Savage, V.R., & Yeoh, B.S.A., (2013), p. 407; Song, O.S., (1984), p.
516.
37
Cf. Kong, L., Yeoh B.S.A., (2003), cit., p. 125.
30
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Malay place names. This can be exemplified by the alteration of the toponym Tampines.
The name Tampines was first recorded in maps from 1828, and has existed in different
forms, including Tampenus, Tampinis, and Tampenis, thereafter38. The word Tampines
was said to be derived from the tree known as tampinis in Malay, which was widely
cultivated in the area, although another source asserts the origins of this toponym to be
from a creek in the area, known as Tampenis39. Therefore, the origins of that place name
remain unclear. Nevertheless, the name was subsequently standardized to Tampines in
1939 by the Rural Board40.
In addition to the standardization of spellings, it is also possible to highlight
phenomena of semantic change among toponyms. An instance to illustrate this could be
Ang Mo Kio, which is claimed to be derived from the word ang-mo in Hokkien, literally
meaning ‘red-haired’, an expression referred to (non-Asian) foreigners, as well as kio,
meaning bridge41. This area was named this way due to the presence of a bridge built by
Thomson in the 1840s42. However, although pronunciation and spelling were preserved,
the semantics of the place name was later modified to mean ‘spacious and prosperous
bridge’, with the redevelopment of a new town. This change was possibly made to
eliminate the vernacular usage and, at the same time, to euphemize the place name
through the association of a name with pleasant connotations. Another example of such
linguistic refinement of place names includes Sentosa. The area was originally known as
Pulau Blakang Mati, literally meaning ‘island behind death’ in Malay43. This is a
reference to the fortifications built by the British during the Second World War that faced
the sea to the south and the fact that Singapore was invaded by the Japanese from the
north (‘behind’). The current name, which denotes ‘tranquility’ in Malay, was adopted in
1970, when the region was redeveloped into a resort island44.

5. NAMING PRACTICES IN SINGAPORE
Street names in Singapore belong to different categories, including, among others,
commemorative names, borrowings, and derivations from specific themes. Although the
naming practices can be summarized into various sets, as stated, these categories are not
strictly separated from each other, and often overlap, with toponyms arising through a
combination of different naming strategies. The Singapore context allows highlighting a
convergent direction in the naming process of the street names: the action of the
government on the local odonymy is accompanied by the everyday interaction of the users
with the streets and their names, involving in the naming and re-naming process the
‘voices’ of everyday people 45.
5.1. Commemorative Naming
38

Cf. SHB, (2017), p. 4.
Cf. Savage, V.R., Yeoh, B.S.A., (2013), cit., p. 367; Ng, Y.P., (2017), cit., p. 409.
40
Cf. SHB, (2017), cit., p. 4.
41
Cf. Ng, Y.P., (2017), cit., pp. 71-72.
42
Cf. Cornelius, V., (1999), passim.
43
Cf. TST, (1969), p. 4.
44
Cf. TST, (1970), p. 10.
45
A very valuable paper on this issue is Creţan, R., Matthews W.P. (2016), pp. 92-102, considered the first
scientific work developing theories on users (everyday people) of street names, and a leading theoretical analysis
of voices of the street on (re-)naming practices.
39
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One of the most salient naming practices in Singapore is commemorative naming.
Streets are named after individuals (and, sometimes, their family members) who have
contributed significantly to the country’s development46. Streets and places deriving their
designations from names of persons are prevalent in the local context. Many were named
after the owners of well-known plantations / orchards and estates (such as Oxley Rise,
Prinsep Street), governors and councillors of Singapore (Jervois Road, Crawford Street),
heroes from war times (Mountbatten Road, Havelock Road), members of the Municipal
Commission (Farrer Road, Jalan Eunos), and other prominent figures involved in legal
(Pickering Street) or educational fields (Boon Keng Road, Blackmore Drive)47. There are
also special cases in which not only the individuals themselves, but also names of their
family members appear in street names. This, for instance, is shown by several odonyms
along the estate Yishun (previously known as Nee Soon), derived from the names of Lim
Nee Soon’s family members, such as Chong Kuo Road and Peck Hay Road, named after
the son and wife of Lim Nee Soon48. Additionally, with the colonization, many streets
were named after British and European royalties, such as Victoria Street and Albert
Street49. Commemorative street names from the post-independence time also include
Sheares Avenue, named after the second president of Singapore, and Hon Sui Sen Drive,
named after a Singapore Minister of Finance in the 1970s50.
Interestingly, a smaller number of toponyms in Singapore relate to historical
events, as compared to the ones derived from anthroponyms. Even in the cases of
significant historical moments, indeed, the diachronic tendency highlights the fact that
streets would be named after specific individuals who distinguished themselves in those
occurrences, rather than after the events themselves. This could suggest a preference in
naming practices towards individual commemoration over specific historical moments.
An example of Singaporean toponyms connected with a notable local historical event is
Dakota Crescent, name given after an aircraft (the American airplane Douglas DC-3
Dakota belonging to the Royal Air Force, which landed at Kallang Airport before it was
closed) that crashed in that place on June 29, 1946, killing all the passengers on board51.
5.2. Descriptive Naming
Descriptive odonyms are abundant in Singapore. These names are generally
developed in two ways. Firstly, a number of street names were coined after the primary
economic and agricultural activities that had flourished in their corresponding areas.
Examples falling under this descriptive category of naming include Nutmeg Road and
Sago Lane, which were named after agricultural activities (and their related products) that
occurred near their areas52. Many other streets were also named after plants and trees
widely cultivated in a specific region, including Kranji, Sembawang, and the earlier
mentioned Tampines53.
46

Cf., Yeoh, B.S.A., (1996), cit., p. 305.
Cf. Yeoh, B.S.A., (1992), pp. 314-316; Ng, Y.P., (2017), cit., pp. 14 and 21.
48
Cf. Ng, Y.P., (2017), cit., pp. 337, 122, and 354.
49
Cf. Ng, Y.P., (2017), cit., p. 27.
50
Cf. Ng, Y.P., (2017), cit., p. 23.
51
Cf. Ng, Y.P., (2017), cit., p. 137.
52
Cf. Ng, Y.P., (2017), cit., p. 17.
53
Cf. NPB, (2015), passim.
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Secondly, street names were also coined after landscape features or anthropic
facilities which once existed (or still exist) in their specific areas. One instance of such
derivation is North Bridge Road, coined after the name of the oldest bridge in Singapore,
the Elgin Bridge54. Other similar examples include North Canal Road and Crescent Lane,
named after specific facilities or prominent geographical features of their respective
areas55.
5.3. Borrowings
Another major component of the odonymic naming process in Singapore comes
from the borrowing of place names from foreign languages and their respective countries.
Most of the place name borrowings come from Great Britain, because of the British
colonization times. These borrowings can be observed in many areas, including housing
estates, such as Berwick Drive and Moreton Close¸ and in localities where army bases
once existed, for instance Battersea Road56. Some roads were also named after British
colonies, including Canada Road and Kenya Crescent57.
Apart from the British-related borrowings, many street names in Singapore were
originally either imported from the surrounding regions or derived from names of ethnic
groups, including Bugis, Arab Street, and Pekin Street. These areas were characterized by
the massive presence of the respective populations residing in their territories, as shown
by documents recording the settlements patterns of Bugis, Malay, Arabic, and Chinese
immigrants58. Borrowed place names may also serve commemorative functions. This can
be exemplified by the presence of several roads along the locality of Kovan named after
towns in Scotland (Glasgow Road, Hillside Drive, Leith Road), in memory of a Scottish
member of the Rural Board, R.A. Dix59.
5.4. Thematic Odonyms
Thematic toponyms can also be observed in Singapore, with most of the street
names findable in specific areas or parts of estates and named after a specific theme.
Maple Avenue, Oak Avenue, and Elm Avenue along Bukit Timah were named after trees,
while the Upper Thomson area shows flower-themed street names such as Carnation
Drive and Jasmine Road60. A specific example illustrating the theme-based concept of
street naming could be the housing estate Sengkang, where place names within the whole
estate were coined after several water-themed words, such as Rivervale Road and
Anchorvale Walk. The ‘design’ of Sengkang was based on the theme ‘Seafarer’, possibly,
in turn, derived from the presence of a fishing port along the region in earlier times61.
Some estates showing clearly descriptive names, such as Opera Estate and Teaching
Estate, also include road names semantically in line with the estates’ themes62. Thematic
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Cf. Ng, Y.P., (2017), cit., p. 341; NHB, (2015), passim.
Cf. Ng, Y.P., (2017), cit., pp. 342, 164, and 134.
56
Cf. Ng, Y.P., (2017), cit., pp. 82, 87, and 330.
57
Cf. Ng, Y.P., (2017), cit., pp. 106 and 270.
58
Cf. Edward, N., Keys, P., (1988), p. 282; Ng, Y.P., (2017), cit., p. 74; Thulaja, N.R., (2003), passim.
59
Cf. Ng, Y.P., (2017), cit., p. 141.
60
Cf. Ng, Y.P., (2017), cit., pp. 32 and 109.
61
Cf. Cornelius, V., Hamid, A., (2016), passim; STS, (2000), p. 28.
62
Cf. Ng, Y.P., (2017), cit., pp. 66 and 185.
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toponyms, indeed, can also be considered descriptive place names, as shown in the above
examples.
5.5. Other Naming Practices
Apart from the above-mentioned categories, it is possible to highlight many other
ways in which local place names have been coined, albeit less prevalent than the ones just
listed. For instance, some streets in Singapore were named by using auspicious words
from the Chinese vernaculars, as in Soon Lee Road, denoting ‘smooth’ in Hokkien63.
Places of worship and religion are also connected with street names. Moreover, streets
may also be named after ‘specific items’ for less obvious reasons, as in Kasai Road, in
which kasai refers to a ‘cosmetic powder’ in Malay64. It is possible also that this place
name has a descriptive nature, probably deriving from an ‘item’ or product once popular
in that specific area. However, evidence supporting such claims is usually hard to trace
due to the lack of relevant historical records. Similarly, various toponyms observed to be
derived from names of plants and flowers could have originated from a descriptive
strategy in their naming processes, although evidence may no longer be available.
Additionally, changes in place names can also be made because of complementary
purposes, such as the subsequent renaming of a neighbouring road to Makeway Avenue,
when the adjacent Makepeace Road was named after the Editor of the Singapore Free
Press65. For purposes of consistency and convenience, the Derivative Method is currently
the most common methodology used for place naming in Singapore, where many street
names are coined based on one specific element combined with several generic elements,
along with numerals attached at the end (the streets numbering system), as in Kaki Bukit
Avenue 1 and Kaki Bukit Road 166.
Despite some valuable researches done on the toponymy of Singapore, there is
still a lack of in-depth studies on different naming practices in the local context. Although
the naming of public streets and areas in Singapore is currently determined by the
government, toponyms were originally coined by populations who once resided in their
respective areas. Many of these place names have been preserved and adopted by the
institutions, with some changes or through a common process of standardization. In
addition, and as mentioned, due to the multi-ethnic nature of the society, toponyms in
Singapore are derived from many languages, including English, various Chinese
varieties, Malay, Burmese, and others. Such a multi-ethnic situation, therefore, provides
opportunities for cross-cultural comparisons of naming practices within the same context.
To date, however, very few studies have directly discussed the different naming practices
in Singapore. This includes Ng (2017), Yeoh (1992), and others, who briefly discussed
some of the naming practices observed locally though their merely described the various
naming practices without any further analysis or comparison across the toponyms
originating from different languages.
This paper, as mentioned, aims to examine the trends in naming practices among
odonyms in Singapore across three languages: Chinese, Malay, and English. Street names
have been specifically chosen as the material for this research in consideration of the
toponymic context of Singapore. Singapore is a relatively small city-state with only
63

Cf. Ng, Y.P., (2017), cit., p. 118.
Cf. Ng, Y.P., (2017), cit., p. 266.
65
Cf. Ng, Y.P., (2017), cit., p. 317.
66
Cf. Ng, Y.P., (2017), cit., p. 10.
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micro-toponyms, such as street names, available for a comparative analysis. These microtoponyms are, generally, more prone to changes and modifications in contrast to macrotoponyms such as names of towns and cities. For this reason, odonyms are a fertile
territory for toponymic analysis within this specific local context.
The following sections focus on the investigation of Singaporean odonyms among
the three above-mentioned languages, trying to ascertain if a specific language shows
preference for any naming practice over the others. The aim of this approach is to explore
toponymy in Singapore through both a historical and sociolinguistic perspective, trying
to understand how specific place names came along and the potential cultural or societal
factors that could have influenced the diachronic development of such names. A further
analysis of the motivations underlying place naming would, in turn, shed light on the
history of Singaporean toponymy and, possibly, on cultural and social values upheld by
the different ethnic groups since the origins of the country.

6. METHODOLOGY
A total of 150 odonyms belonging to three of the official languages in Singapore,
English, Chinese, and Malay, were collected as a sample for analysis. The odonyms were
compiled by importing all the existing street and road names of Singapore from the
Mighty Minds Street Directory67 into Microsoft Excel, with the exclusion of odonyms
originated from the aforementioned Derivative Method (i.e. toponyms derived from the
same specific elements). Then, 50 significant odonyms per language were thoroughly
analysed. At the same time, to ensure the accuracy of the street names in relation to their
respective languages, the origins of each odonym was examined and cross-checked in
different sources, including references on the Toponymy of Singapore68, maps from the
National Archives of Singapore, digitised newspapers, and online sources published by
the National Heritage Board and the National Library of Singapore. In cases where the
street name derives from a combination of languages or involves an overlapping of
naming strategies, emphasis has been placed on the language and naming strategy of the
specific elements composing it.
For data analysis, charts of place names from each language were generated to
observe and deduce possible trends in naming practices within each language. The
naming practices analysed are those aforementioned, classified into categories including
commemorative naming after prominent figures or significant events, borrowed
toponyms from foreign places or languages, thematic toponyms connected with a specific
area, descriptive toponyms, place names derived from trees’, plants’ or flowers’ names,
and ‘others’ that comprise names not described in the previous sets. Street names falling
under the descriptive category refer to either landscape features such as the morphology
of roads, or toponyms derived from facilities or sceneries existing in their areas. Although
toponyms derived from names of trees and plants could also serve descriptive functions
(i.e. places were named in a specific way due to the presence of a plant species), another
category has been created for them to distinguish those place names from the ones named
after particular geographical and landscape features. Lastly, the ‘others’ category consists
of toponyms which do not fall into other naming practices. This includes places named
67
68

Cf. MMSSD, (2015), cit., pp. 12-53.
Cf. Dunlop, P., (2000); Savage, V.R., Yeoh, B.S.A., (2013), cit., passim; Ng, Y.P., (2017), cit., passim.
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after specific designations, objects, animals or fruits with no clear specifications of
descriptive origins.
The results of this work have been examined to deduce possible reasons for the
trends highlighted in the survey, with the main aim to shed light on the origins of the
analysed odonyms, as well as their naming processes. A decisive point is the search for
possible (internal and external) factors that could have influenced the naming processes
in the different targeted languages. A comparison with existing analogous place names
from different countries allows for the enrichment of the analysis and for an assessment
of possible cultural connections.

7. FINDINGS
7.1. English-Derived Odonyms
Figure 1 shows the percentages of different naming practices adopted in
Singaporean toponyms derived from English. According to Figure 1, the most frequently
adopted naming practice in Singaporean toponyms of English origins is the
commemorative naming, observed in nearly half of the sample (46%). This is followed
by borrowed place names (22%), descriptive toponyms (18%), thematic toponyms (12%),
and odonyms derived from trees’ and plants’ names (2%).
Unsurprisingly, most of the borrowed toponyms originate from names of towns
in Great Britain, like East Sussex Lane, or countries which were once under the British
rule, for instance Falkland Road. Similarly, English thematic toponyms mostly revolve
around names of facilities and towns in Great Britain, which can also be considered
borrowings. Other thematic street names in the current sampling include Gardenia Road,
part of the ‘floral’ theme, and famous stage productions under the ‘Opera’ theme.
Moreover, some street names under the descriptive category were named after the
residences of prominent European figures. This includes Grange Road, named after the
estate owned by Dr Thomas Oxley, Grange House. Similarly, South Bridge Road also
has its toponymic origins in the famous bridge that was, in its turn, named after the war
hero James Bruce, who was the eighth Earl of Elgin. This suggests a strong preference of
the English place names towards commemorative naming as well as borrowings.
Furthermore, given that most of the toponyms under the descriptive category originated
from names of residences and, indirectly, from famous European historical characters,
such naming could also serve commemorative functions at a secondary level. Therefore,
the current results show a strong inclination of English toponyms towards
commemorative naming.
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Figure 1. Percentage of Naming Strategies Observed in English-Derived Toponyms

7.2. Malay-Derived Odonyms
Figure 2 shows the frequencies of the naming practices adopted in Malay place
names in Singapore. In contrast to the odonyms originated from English, Malay street
names depict a minimal usage of commemorative and borrowed naming strategies (2%).
The most frequently applied naming strategies are: descriptive (28%), thematic (20%),
and derivations from trees’, plants’ or flowers’ names (18%). In addition, many of the
Malay place names fall under the category of ‘others’ (30%), with derivations ranging
from animal names (Jalan Belibas and Lorong Selangat, named after fish species) to
names of objects (Lorong Stangee, ‘incense’) to titles and designations of individuals
(Jalan Rajah, ‘ruler’).
Malay street names falling under the descriptive category were developed through
both the derivations from landscape features of the related places, and the description of
activities and facilities existing in their areas. Some examples include Lentor Avenue,
derived from the Malay word lentur, ‘bend’, due to the curved shape of the road, and Bras
Basah Road, named this way since the area was once utilized for drying rice (brass bassa
refers to ‘wet rice’ in Malay). Moreover, despite being categorized differently, half of the
toponyms derived from ‘trees, plants’, and flowers’ names serve descriptive functions,
such as Sembawang Road, Gambir Walk, and Dedap Road, all of which were named after
widely grown trees and plantations / orchards in the respective areas. Some street names
under the ‘thematic’ category are also descriptive, such as Sampan Place, which refers to
‘boats’, because of the existence of boatyards in the area. These statistical results seem to
suggest a preference, in Malay toponyms in Singapore, towards descriptive naming
practices.
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Figure 2. Percentage of Naming Strategies Observed in Malay-Derived Toponyms

7.3. Chinese-Derived Odonyms
Results of the analysis of the Chinese-derived toponyms are illustrated in Figure
3. The data shows an overwhelming amount of Chinese street names coined according to
commemorative naming strategies (66%), followed by descriptive naming practices
(20%). In contrast, relatively few toponyms fall under the ‘others’ and thematic (6%)
categories. There is also a low frequency of borrowed street names (2%). No instances of
Chinese street names derived from trees’, plants’ or flowers’ names were found in the
analysed sample.
Commemorative odonyms originating from Chinese were named after prestigious
individuals and their family members, such as Boon Lay Avenue, after the businessman
Chew Boon Lay, and Pek Hay Road, after Wi Pek Hay, the wife of the Rural Board
member Lim Nee Soon. Interestingly, one of the commemorative place names in Chinese,
Yio Chu Kang Road, was derived from a family name (the Yio family) instead of an
individual. In the case of descriptive Chinese toponyms, all the derivations originated
from geographical locations, facilities or sceneries, which were associated with the related
areas. They include Hougang Street and Chai Chee Road, Hokkien names that literally
translate as ‘behind the pier’ and ‘vegetable market’, respectively, due to the presence of
these infrastructures in the respective places. Pekin Road, which was derived from
Beijing, is the only borrowed place name found in the sample. Place names not falling
into the ‘others’ category have been named either after types of fruit or from names with
auspicious connotations, as in Tai Keng Avenue, meaning ‘big celebration’, or in
Sengkang Street, indicating a ‘prosperous harbour’ in Hokkien.
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Figure 3. Percentage of Naming Strategies Observed in Chinese-Derived Toponyms

7.4. Summary
As a schematic summary, Figure 4 depicts the compiled data of naming practices
highlighted across English, Malay, and Chinese-derived odonyms for a more detailed
comparison. According to the survey results, the strongest inclination towards a specific
naming practice, in this case commemorative naming, is shown in Chinese street names.
This preference is also found in the English-derived odonyms, although to a smaller
extent. In addition, place names with English as their source language consist of
significantly more borrowings in comparison to those from the other two languages.
Malay place names depict a relatively more balanced frequency of usage across thematic,
descriptive, trees’ and plant-derived names, and naming strategies which do not fall under
the established categories. However, as mentioned, many of the Malay toponyms
categorized under ‘other’ naming practices also show descriptive functions. Thus, a
preference towards a descriptive naming strategy could also be postulated in Malay street
names. I summary, the naming strategies producing toponyms coined after the names of
trees and flowers and naming strategies using commemorative naming seem linked to
specific languages. However, the descriptive naming strategy appears common across all
the three languages.
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Figure 4. Naming Practices Utilized in English, Malay, and Chinese-Derived Toponyms

8. EVALUATION OF TRENDS
8.1. English-Derived Odonyms
The results for English odonyms obtained in this study suggest an inclination
towards both commemorative naming and name borrowings from foreign places,
particularly from Great Britain. There are several historical reasons which could be at the
origins of such trends in English odonymy in Singapore. A significant aspect is the
presence of the British for more than one century on the island. Indeed, most of the
English-derived toponyms were developed during the colonization time, from 1819 to
1942. Some examples include Balestier Road, Albert Street, and McNair Road, which are
all commemorative odonyms from the mid-1800s and early 1900s, as well as borrowed
toponyms such as Oxford Road and Devonshire Road. The preservation of place names
from foreign languages to pledge allegiance or maintain relations with a previous colonial
power is not uncommon and, indeed, widespread all over the world, as illustrated, among
other examples, by the preservation of the French toponym Saint Louis for a city in
Senegal even after the end of French colonization. This is done not only for historical
reasons, but also to sustain economic benefits arising from the connotations of a common
past between the two nations69. In Singapore, a new strategy, albeit unsuccessful, was
adopted through the attempt to modify English toponyms into Malay place names in the
post-independence era, to pledge loyalty to Malaysia, as aforementioned. Additionally, a
complementary reason for the high frequency of commemorative place names in the
island could derive from the implementation of naming strategies already utilized in the
United Kingdom. Indeed, many toponyms in Great Britain are of commemorative nature.
To cite a few examples from the existing place names in London, Angell Town, Canning
69

Cf. Stolz, T., Warnke, I.H., (2016), p. 43.
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Town, and Grahame Park were all named after either developers of the respective areas,
or prestigious individuals who contributed significantly to the region 70. Moreover,
naming strategies specific to British street names in Singapore can also be likewise
observed in London place names. Examples include Higham Hill, which was named after
Higham House, and the presence of Shakespearian-themed streets in London71.
Analogically, Singapore also has thematic odonyms associated with the arts, such as Aida
Street, as well as derivations of descriptive place names from historical residences like
Duxton Road. This is unsurprising, considering that a significant number of British people
held positions of power in Singapore during the colonialization period. Thus, the current
trend of using English toponyms reflects the integration of naming practices used by the
British into the local odonymic landscape.
Likewise, the significant amount of toponymic borrowings from Great Britain
could also be a result of the incorporation of British naming strategies into the local
context. As mentioned earlier, other than place names borrowings from United Kingdom,
there are also several toponyms imported from other foreign countries once under the rule
of the British Empire, such as Kenya Crescent. The use of such toponyms could possibly
express the historical and political connections with the past colonial power, since Kenya
was also a colony of the British Empire. The use of toponyms by colonial rulers to show
their political power is not unusual, given that place names are closely associated with
the daily lives of the people in those countries and can, therefore, facilitate ‘nationbuilding’ processes72.
8.2. Malay-Derived Odonyms
The results for Malay street names suggest a preference for descriptive toponyms
along with derivations from the names of trees and plants. In addition, there are also street
names originated from the names of a variety of items and animals, such as fish names, a
trend which was not observed in the toponyms from the other two targeted languages.
Analogically to the English street names, for the Malay odonyms in Singapore it
is possible to highlight similar naming patterns from neighbouring Malaysia. Records
reveal that many place names in Malaysia have been coined according to a descriptive
strategy based on the geo-morphological and topographical features (including flora and
fauna) of the related specific and different areas from as early as the 1800s73. Furthermore,
derivations from the natural landscapes have always been common in place naming in
Malaysia, with a preference for toponyms originating from the names of trees and plants.
Instances of such street names from the capital city of Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur, include
Jalan Beresah and Jalan Ketapang, both named after native trees, and Jalan Sayur. Sayur
means ‘vegetable, and the street was named this way due to the fruit and vegetable market
that once existed in the area74. Comparable examples from the Singaporean context
include Dedap Road and Gambir Walk, reflecting the names of trees and plants, and Bras
Basah Road, mentioned in Section 4.2. In addition, the incorporation of objects of daily
use into place names has been also observed, especially in thematic categories 75.
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Cf. Mills, A.D., (2010), p. xix.
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Cf. Isa, M., Kaur, M., (2015), p. 8.
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Cf. Isa, M., Kaur, M., (2015), cit., pp. 52, 139, and 220.
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Examples include odonyms derived from names of fish, prawns, and legends, coined with
the purpose of spreading traditional knowledge and the awareness of cultural identity to
residents. Place name derivations from trees, such as Tanah Jambu, and animals can also
be observed, among other examples, in toponyms in Brunei, a country where Malay is
the official language76. Based on the occurrence of similar naming strategies in both the
local context and neighbouring regions of the world with Malay toponyms, the current
trend observed in Singapore could possibly reflect the underlying common cultural
practices and ways of place naming adapted in Malay.
8.3. Chinese-Derived Odonyms
The results for place names with Chinese as the original language show a strong
preference towards commemorative naming, followed by descriptive naming strategies.
In addition, toponyms derived from adjectives with auspicious connotations not found in
English and Malay data are also among Chinese place names. The strategy of
commemorative naming in Chinese toponyms is not specific to the Singaporean context,
with other countries, like China (People’s Republic of China) and Taiwan (Republic of
China), also utilizing similar naming practices. In both countries, street names are derived
from prestigious figures, such as past leaders and presidents like in Yat-sen Road and
Zhongzheng Street. However, compared to the results generated from our study in
Singapore, there are more descriptive place names observed in both China and Taiwan
than commemorative ones. This could be attributed to the relatively unstable history of
those nations, which resulted in numerous drastic eliminations, changes, and renaming
operations of street names77. Nevertheless, just as naming places after landmarks and
other natural features is widely applied in Malay toponyms, commemorative naming
practice is equally found among various Chinese communities worldwide.
An interpretation of such an inclination towards commemorative naming could be
associated with the traditions and cultural values of the different ethnic groups. The
traditional values among Chinese, amongst others, emphasize on group orientation and
respect for authority78. As such, Chinese commemorative place naming in the
Singaporean context could represent a manifestation of such beliefs, serving as a way of
remembrance and respect towards those who have made noteworthy contributions to the
society. Furthermore, the importance of group orientation is also illustrated by the
commemoration of the family members of significant individuals, as shown by existing
toponyms such as (in Singapore) the aforementioned Peck Hay Road, which was named
after Lim Nee Soon’s wife. Chinese culture, like in most Asian societies, promotes
collectivism over individualism, and, according to Wong (2001), “In such a collectivist
society, an honor bestowed upon a family member is shared by the family and beyond.” 79
As such, the traditional values of respect in the collectivistic culture of the Chinese
community could potentially account for the trend of toponymic commemoration seen in
the current sampling. Likewise, Chinese place names comprising auspicious connotations
can be linked back to the way names have been and are viewed within the specific
community. To the Chinese, the semantics of a given name is equally important, if not
76
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p. 136.
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more, than its functional uses for identification . There is, therefore, in the Chinese
context, a tendency to show preference towards words and phrases with positive
connotations, when constructing a given name. This is a cultural convention also reflected
in the process of place naming.
8.4. Descriptive Naming Strategies
Despite the presence of different naming tendencies in Singapore English,
Chinese, and Malay odonyms, a common point found across all three targeted languages
is the application of descriptive naming strategies. This indicates a close relationship
between street naming and landscape features of the related areas, regardless of the
cultural context or language involved. These findings are unsurprising, since place names
are known to be strongly associated with their territories81, with one of the main functional
purposes being the organization and differentiation of areas, thereby allowing users to
orient and direct themselves to the desired destinations82. As such, toponyms are generally
coined based on the local landscape and activities that once thrived in the area, despite
the ‘omnipresent’ possibility of undergoing renaming processes due to other factors. This
viewpoint has been shared and supported by other scholars. Kostanski (2016) defined this
relationship as ‘toponymic dependence’, proposing that place names are developed and
utilized for the functional purposes of location identification83. Similarly, Williams and
Vaske (2003)84 refer to this as ‘place dependence’ and suggest that it could form the basis
of ‘place identity’.
The significance of descriptive odonyms can also be further illustrated by the
development of unofficial street names by the Chinese residents in Singapore in the
1900s, including Sin Pa Sat Pin, literally meaning ‘beside the new market’, in place of
the municipal toponym Ellenbrough Street, and Kiau Keng Khau, referring to ‘the mouth
of gambling dens’ in place of Church Street85. Most of these unofficial toponyms derive
from the local landmarks or are descriptions of the landscape. These place names are
closely associated with landscape features and this relationship is likely to be universal
across all toponymic contexts, existing regardless of cultures or languages involved in the
place naming processes.

9. CONCLUSIONS
This study has identified different trends in naming practices and processes among
the English, Malay, and Chinese-derived odonyms in Singapore. Commemorative
naming and borrowings have been adopted extensively in the context of British street
80
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names, while Malay odonyms show a high percentage of descriptive toponyms. Chinese
street names reveal a strong preference for commemorative naming strategies. The
naming processes of odonyms in Singapore seem to depend on a combination of aspects,
including political, historical, geographical, social, and cultural factors. This paper sheds
light on the naming processes at the origins of street names in Singapore across three
different ethnic groups and three different languages, all of which are currently
recognized and approved by the local government. This paper also aims to serve as a
starting point for a series of studies on the relatively unexplored field of Singapore
Toponymy, providing a new methodology that considers social and sociolinguistic
perspectives besides the conventional historical and etymological methods.
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